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OFFERING OVERVIEW

GAINING TRUST IN A DYNAMIC ECOSYSTEM  
Today’s sprawling hybrid-cloud ecosystem is essential to flexible working. The complexity it brings is frequently 
exploited for gain by hackers, nation states, and even those inside the enterprise sphere of trust. If Privileged 
Accounts, Active Directories or Administrator Accounts are compromised exploits are amplified.   
Permitting and managing trust-based fluid access in an extended ecosystem is fundamental to transformation and 
success. Verifying and authorizing entities, granting access and permissions to meet the scope of interaction, and 
enforcing it, is essential to secure growth.

ACCELERATING TRUSTED OUTCOMES FOR 
BUSINESS SUCCESS 
ConvergeOne Identity and Access Management Services create the trust necessary to drive secure business 
outcomes. Compliant integrated solutions ensure only authorized entities have the access and privileges needed for 
role or function to gain trusted ecosystem access:

 + Improved efficiency onboarding, offboarding, or amending access rights and permissions to access entitled 
apps and resources in a Hybrid-Cloud ecosystem from any location, with real-time visibility, Audit functions 
and credential management

 + Time saving, compliant Secure Single Sign-On and Multi-Factor Authentication for layered security with 
contextual analysis for insider attacks and credential cloning

 + Third Party Sites protection with VPN and DNS integration 

 + Real time monitoring to police and enforce privilege, aid legislative and regulatory compliance, and proactively 
stop attacks using AI and automation

IDENTITY AND ACC E SS MA NAG E MEN T 
IDENTITY ACCELERATES SECURE 
TRANSFORMATION AND GROWTH
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LEAVE TH E DETAILS TO US
Protecting identities and access is critical to hybrid growth. ConvergeOne 
solutions provide innovative, compliant outcomes through design to ongoing 
management. 
 
convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/identity-access-management

AMPLIFY DEFENSES WITH IDENTITY AND ACCESS 
SOLUTIONS

 + Speak to a ConvergeOne Advisor to see how Identity can enable enterprise transformation and seamless 
collaboration to drive new growth

CONVERGEONE IDENTITY AND ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES  
ConvergeOne Identity and Access Management provides Hybrid and Cloud Workforce, Workplace and Workload 
protection:

 + Identity and Access Management Advisory – designing collaborative IAM solutions for Business transformation 
and flexibility

 + Access Management and Authentication offers full visibility and a range of controls including Password 
Management, MFA, SSO, Audit, and more 

 + Identity Governance and Administration provides compliance, visibility and control of Identity and Access 
privileges to detect and prevent inappropriate access

 + Privileged Access Management – protecting the most powerful accounts from compromise, and inhibiting the 
lateral movement of attackers

 + Identity and Access Managed Services for ongoing management, policy enforcement and day to day defense of 
the enterprise

F E ATURE ACTIVATION FOR DYNAMIC IDENTITY  
A large education provider needed to tighten Identity controls due to expanded remote working. Security Advisors 
assessed existing controls against business needs and potential threats. As the customer was a Microsoft E5 license 
holder, ConvergeOne activated existing license features in a real time identity-based solution at an optimized cost.   
ConvergeOne’s heritage and strategic partnerships allow existing investments to be leveraged and integrated 
into innovative solutions for business acceleration. ConvergeOne Cyber Security is Industry recognized in the 
Cybersecurity 500 for 3 years, by Cisco - Master Security Partner and Advanced Security Architecture Specialization, 
Palo Alto – Diamond Partner, Microsoft Trusted Partner, AWS and Arctic Wolf Partner of the year.

https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/identity-access-management#consultation

